Kirigami tessellations, regular planar patterns formed by cutting flat, thin sheets, have attracted recent scientific interest for their rich geometries, surprising material properties and promise for technologies. Here we pose and solve the inverse problem of designing the number, size, and orientation of cuts that allows us to convert a closed, compact regular kirigami tessellation of the plane into a deployment that conforms approximately to any prescribed target shape in two and three dimensions. We do this by first identifying the constraints on the lengths and angles of generalized kirigami tessellations which guarantee that their reconfigured face geometries can be contracted from a non-trivial deployed shape to a novel planar cut pattern. We encode these conditions in a flexible constrained optimization framework which allows us to deform the geometry of periodic kirigami tesselations with three, four, and sixfold symmetry, among others, into generalized kirigami patterns that deploy to a wide variety of prescribed boundary target shapes. Physically fabricated models verify our inverse design approach and allow us to determine the tunable material response of the resulting structures. We then extend our 1 arXiv:1812.08644v1 [cond-mat.soft]
etic structures (13, 14) , super-stretchable sheets (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) etc. However, almost without exception, these studies study the forward problem of understanding the behavior given the topology and geometry of the tessellations. From both a mathematical and a technological perspective, a very natural question that arises is this: how can one design the geometry of the cuts in a given planar structure, i.e. tessellate a closed, compact subset of the plane, so that it can be deployed into a prescribed final shape in two or three dimensions? Here, we answer this question using an inverse approach couched as a constrained optimization problem, that has some algorithmic similarities to our recent solution of the inverse problem for origami tessellations for programming curvature (20) .
We start from the well known observation that the only regular polygons that can tile the plane are triangle, square and hexagon. While any of these simple tilings and even more complex ones (4, 21) can be the basis for a deployable kirigami pattern, to simplify our discussion, we present our framework using the quad kirigami pattern (see Section S1 in Supplementary Information -SI for the others). In Fig. 1a , we show the quadrilateral tessellation of the plane in its compact and deployed state, with the cuts along the edges of the quads designed to allow for rotational in-plane deployment about hinges. The deployment associated with thus 1-degree of freedom mechanism yields a continuous family of self-similar shapes that is geometrically self-limiting eventually. The basic unit cell underlying this pattern is also shown in Fig. 1a in both the undeployed and deployed states and clearly shows the sides that must be identified together and the hinges about which the quads rotate, both of which provide constraints on the class of admissible solutions.
Our inverse design problem then becomes this: how should the unit cell be modulated in space to approximate a given planar shape in its deployed state and still be able to tile the plane compactly when undeployed. In Fig. 1b , we outline this procedure. To find a pattern that can deploy to approximate a prescribed planar shape, it is natural to perform the search for the admissible results in the deployed space. Therefore, we start with some approximation to the given deployed configuration that matches the prescribed boundary curve that might be obtained using, for example, a conformal/quasi-conformal map (22, 23) (although we could use any approximation that preserves the number and connectedness of the quads). In general the deployed configuration will not correspond to a deployment of a kirigami pattern as the associated length and angle constraints at every interior node are not satisfied. Imposing these interior and boundary conditions leads to a constrained optimization problem whose solution naturally leads to an admissible deployed kirigami pattern whose compact tiling follows via a simple, albeit non-affine contraction.
To ensure that for a given boundary curve ∂S we have a valid deployed configuration, we formulate the constraint as the boundary shape matching constraints. The constraints force all nodes on the boundary of the deployed configuration to lie exactly on ∂S. Mathematically, for every boundary node p i , we should have
where p i is the projection of p i onto ∂S and · is the Euclidean 2-norm. In addition to matching the target boundary shape in the deployed configuration, we can also control the boundary shape of the kirigami tessellations in the undeployed state, although here we neglect this additional condition (see Section S2 in SI for details of how to incorporate this as well).
For a valid deployed configuration, we must also be able to contract (undeploy) the configuration into a generalized kirigami pattern that closes consistently along the cuts without any mismatch or overlap in lengths and angles. As illustrated in Fig. 1b , for a valid deployed configuration of a generalized kirigami pattern, the following contractibility constraints should be satisfied: (i) for every pair of edges with edge lengths a, b in the deployed space that correspond to the same cut,
(ii) For every set of four angles in the deployed space that correspond to an interior node, their sum should be 2π:
where θ i are angles in the deployed space as illustrated in Fig. 1a . The analogous formulation for other kirigami tessellations are discussed in Section S2 in SI.
While the constraints described above ensure a consistency between corresponding edges and angles, they do not prevent the faces from overlapping. To enforce this, we use the following non-overlap constraints at every angle between two adjacent faces:
where a and b are two nodes of a face, a and c are two nodes of another face, (b, a, c) form a positive (right-hand ordered) angle between the two faces, and n = (0, 0, 1) is the outward unit normal.
Solving a constrained optimization problem involving all the above constraints is sufficient to guarantee a valid deployed configuration of a generalized kirigami pattern that approximates the prescribed shape. However, the solution is likely to be very rough with large gradients in the shapes of the quads. To get a smooth kirigami tessellation, we therefore minimize the following objective function:
where α i j , β i j are a pair of corresponding angles in two adjacent cells and a i k , b i k are corresponding edge lengths in two adjacent cells, and M is the total number of pairs of adjacent cells, subject to the constraints (1), (2), (3),(4). We solve the problem numerically using MAT-LAB's built-in optimization routine fmincon (see Section S3 in SI for details). We note that our optimization problem is underconstrained so that there are multiple admissible deployable kirigami patterns (see Section S2 and S4 in SI for details). Once we find an admissible deployed kirigami pattern, we can contract this into its compact form by rotating the faces contracting the entire structure.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our inverse design approach, we show how to circle the square and how to make an egg shape from a square via generalized kirigami patterns. As shown in Fig. 2a , by introducing novel generalized kirigami patterns on a square, the deployed configurations can effectively match either a circle or an egg.
Our method can also generate novel generalized kirigami patterns that, when deployed, approximate boundary shapes with different curvatures. Fig. 2b shows two generalized kirigami patterns; one deploys to approximate a boundary shape with mixed curvature, and the other deploys to approximate a rectangle (see Section S4 in SI for more generalized kirigami patterns with other base tessellations). These generalized kirigami patterns with different base tessellations exhibit different behaviors in terms of their porosity and magnifying property (see Section S5 in SI for details).
There is naturally an accuracy-effort trade-off in approximating a prescribed shape using generalized kirigami tessellations: a larger number of smaller tiles allows for improved approx-imation at the cost of more tiles. Fig. 2c shows several generalized kirigami patterns of circling the square with different resolution; with more tiles, the boundary of the deployed pattern gets closer to a perfect circle (see Section S4 in SI for multiresolution results for other patterns). To quantitatively assess the accuracy of the patterns for the approximation, we define the boundary layer area of a generalized kirigami pattern by the total area of the gaps between the target boundary shape and the boundary of the deployed configuration. From the log-log plot in Fig.   2c , it can be observed that as the boundary layer area (denoted by A) decreases as the number of tiles (denoted by n 2 ) increases. More specifically, the slope of the least-square line is approximately −1/2, which indicates that A ∝ (n 2 ) −1/2 = n −1 . To further explain this, we approximate every boundary gap by a triangle and measure the change in the average triangle base lengthl and average triangle heighth for different resolutions. We observe thatl ∝ n −1
andh ∝ n −1 , and hence the average area of the trianglesã ∝ n −2 . As the number of boundary gap triangles is approximately 4n, we have A ≈ 4nã ∝ n −1 .
Our inverse design approach guarantees that the end-points, i.e. the deployed and undeployed states satisfy the contractibility and boundary constraints, but are agnostic to whether there is a one-parameter family of zero-energy solutions linking them. To see if this is indeed true, we simulate the deployment process from the initial state to the deployed state by considering a simple physical model of the kirigami tessellation using linear springs along the edges and diagonals of the quads, and simple torsional springs at the nodal hinges to model the ligaments that hold the structure together in real systems. Then, the mechanical energy of the system is given by
where x i are the locations of the nodes, θ i are the angles between every pair of edges created under the cuts, l ij are the rest lengths of the extensional springs, N s is the total number of extensional springs, N c is the total number of torsional springs, and λ is the ratio of the torsional 6 spring constant to the extensional spring constant. A larger λ corresponds to a thicker ligament, which has a larger tendency to close up. By iteratively moving the boundary nodes to the target boundary shape and solving for the intermediate deployed configurations, we obtain a continuous deployment simulation. Fig. 3a shows the energetics of the deployment simulations with different λ: if λ → 0, we see the presence of bistability, while if λ → 0, monostability or multistability can be observed. To verify these results, we fabricated a physical model by laser cutting sheets of super-stretchable abrasion-resistant natural rubber. Fig. 3b shows the deployment snapshots of a fabricated model with monostability, showing that the computational design and the real deployment have similar behaviors (see Section S4 in SI for another example).
While our inverse design approach was originally focused on approximating planar shapes, it can be extended to fit surfaces in three dimensions, i.e. the pattern space is in R 2 while the deployed space is in R 3 . To fit a surface S in R 3 instead of a given planar boundary shape, we replace the boundary shape matching constraints (1) by the surface matching constraints below.
For every node x i in the deployed configuration, we enforce
where x i is the projection of x i onto S and · is the Euclidean 2-norm. The extra constraints for controlling the boundary shape of the undeployed configuration in the planar case can be directly extended to the surface fitting problem.
One can easily note that the contractibility constraints for surface fitting are the same as (2) and (3). For the non-overlap constraints, to prevent adjacent faces in the deployed configuration from overlapping or intersecting between each other, we enforce the following inequality constraints for every two adjacent faces in the deployed configuration:
where a, b are two nodes of a face, c, a, d are three nodes of another face, (b, a, c) form a positive (right-hand ordered) angle between the two faces, and (c, a, d) also form a positive (right-hand ordered) angle. The idea is to replace the unit normal n in (4) by the normal computed using one of the two faces.
Note that in the case of deployed configurations for planar shape matching, all faces are automatically planar. This property does not necessarily hold for surface fitting. In addition to the above constraints, we need to enforce the following planarity constraints for each face F :
More explicitly, for quad tessellations the constraint becomes
where a, b, c, d are the four points of the quad F .
Finally, both the objective function (5) for the planar case and the contraction process can be easily extended for surface fitting. Hence, we can obtain a valid generalized kirigami pattern that deploys to approximate a prescribed surface by solving a constrained optimization problem analogous to the planar one using fmincon in MATLAB, with (7),(2),(3), (8) , (9) to be satisfied. Fig. 4 shows several generalized kirigami patterns that deploy to fit surfaces with different curvature properties. Again, we can impose extra constraints to further achieve different effects.
For instance, we can obtain a rectangular quad pattern that deploys to fit a hyperbolic paraboloid.
It is noteworthy that surfaces in R 3 have non-zero curvature in general, while all faces of the deployed configurations of the generalized kirigami patterns must have zero curvature. This suggests that the curvature of the surfaces resides in the holes of the deployed configurations of generalized kirigami patterns. To verify this, we consider fitting every hole in the deployed configurations of generalized quad kirigami patterns by a bicubic Bézier surface, and compute the mean curvature and the Gaussian curvature of it (see Section S6 in SI for the details). From the curvature plots in Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the curvatures of the underlying surfaces 8 indeed reside at the holes of the deployed generalized kirigami patterns, especially at the highly curved regions of the underlying surfaces.
Our inverse design approach allows us to create generalized kirigami patterns that approximate a large variety of planar shapes when deployed. Deployment simulations and fabricated models have shown that the generalized kirigami patterns achieve monostability with thick hinges, and by reducing the size of the hinges we can achieve bistability. Our method can also be extended for fitting surfaces in 3D. By establishing a framework for designing generalized kirigami patterns, our work has set the stage for a better understanding of the interplay between geometry, topology and mechanics. Figure 1 : Inverse design framework. a A quad kirigami tessellation and its deployed configuration, with a zoom-in of the unit cell of the quad kirigami tessellation and its deployed configuration. Every pair of corresponding edges are connected by a red dotted line. The set of angles corresponding to the same node are highlighted in blue. In a valid deployed configuration of a generalized kirigami pattern, every pair of edges should be equal in length, i.e. a = b, and every set of corresponding angles should add up to 2π, i.e. θ 1 + θ 2 + θ 3 + θ 4 = 2π. b Our inverse design framework. Given a standard kirigami tessellation, we start with an initial guess in the deployed space. Here the initial guess shown is a conformal map from the standard deployed configuration to the disk. The initial guess is usually invalid, violating either the edge length constraint or the angle constraint, or not exactly matching the target boundary shape. We then solve a constrained optimization problem to morph the initial guess until it becomes a valid deployed shape, satisfying all constraints. Finally, we use a simple contraction procedure to obtain the generalized kirigami pattern. The target surfaces (leftmost), the generalized kirigami patterns, the deployed configurations of the patterns that fit the target surfaces, the top views of the deployed patterns with the holes colored with the approximated mean curvature, and the top views of the deployed patterns with the holes colored with the approximated Gaussian curvature (rightmost).
